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Abstract: Vocationally educated individuals often find employment sooner after school than those with a general educational qualification. A recent study has argued that the higher employment probability associated with a vocational qualification reverses in later life. The main explanation is that although having (occupation-)specific skills is an advantage when entering the labor market, specific skills also make the vocationally educated less flexible. This life cycle effect is hypothesized to be especially strong in countries where the vocational system provides highly occupation-specific skills. We test these two hypotheses on cross-national data from PIAAC 2012. Using logistic regressions with country fixed effects, we find that individuals with a vocational qualification have a higher employment probability than those with a general qualification at the start of their career, but this pattern reverses in later life. In contrast to earlier findings, we do not find that this effect varies systematically across countries with different vocational educational systems.
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When rising youth unemployment sparks discussions about the problematic transition from school to work for many young school leavers, vocational education is often mentioned as a solution by policy makers (Hoffman 2011; OECD and ILO 2014; Biavaschi et al. 2013). At the same time, critics argue that vocational education is not compatible with a flexible labor market in which workers adapt easily to changing job content primarily caused by technological innovations.

Existing studies almost unambiguously find that vocationally trained students have a smoother transition to the labor market, for example, by obtaining a job faster than students with a general qualification (Arum and Shavit 1995; Shavit and Müller 1998; Müller and Gangl 2003; Breen 2005). The main explanation for this effect is that the occupation-specific skills that these students have obtained make them more attractive to employers. The benefits of a vocational qualification are highest when vocational education takes a prominent position in the educational system of a country, most clearly in the form of a dual system where school and work are combined (Wolbers 2007; Iannelli and Raffe 2007).

In a recent and influential study, Hanushek et al. (2016) argue that being vocationally educated might be a benefit at the start of a career but turns into a disadvantage later in life. Vocationally trained students have a higher probability of employment than those with a general educational qualification when they enter the labor market, but this pattern reverses around the age of 50. Both effects—early advantage and late disadvantage—seem to be due to the specific skills gained in vocational education, which smoothen the transition to a first job, but also make workers inflexible. Major technological innovations changed the skills that are re-
 required in contemporary labor markets, making the specific skill set of vocationally trained workers inadequate for changing job content (Krueger and Kumar 2004a,b). Moreover, Hanushek et al. (2016) argue that the late-life penalty for vocationally trained workers is most prominent in countries with a strong occupation-specific dual training system, such as Germany or Austria, in contrast to countries where vocational educational programs are less institutionalized and of a more general nature (e.g., United States and England).

However, the empirical support for these hypotheses is limited and tested with data that make it difficult to identify those with a vocational qualification (Hanushek et al. 2016). Following a recent call for further research on school-to-work linkages in an influential report published at the WT Grant Foundation (Rosenbaum et al. 2015), we revisit these two proposed hypotheses: (1) vocationally educated individuals are more likely to be employed in the earlier career than those with a general education, but this pattern reverses in later life, and (2) this pattern is particularly strong in countries with a strong occupation-specific vocational education system.

We make three contributions. First, we theoretically and empirically disentangle the two levels at which Hanushek et al. (2016) formulate their expectations: the individual-level outcomes of having a vocational qualification and the moderating effect of the educational system of the country in which the individual obtained his or her degree. Second, in contrast to earlier studies, we estimate in a more formal way whether the effect of vocational education over the life cycle varies systematically across educational systems. Third, the data that are used for our study have a much higher quality for testing the life cycle effects of vocational education in a cross-national comparative design, as they allow us to include better controls for potential confounders such as competency and parental education.

Using data from the Programme of International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC 2012) for 22 OECD countries, we test our hypotheses in logistic regression models with country fixed effects, predicting the probability of being employed. We start our analyses with a pooled model to study the overall average life cycle effects of vocational education on employment. In a second step, we introduce country-level indicators for the vocational orientation of the educational system and test if there is systematic variation across countries. Finally, we take a closer look at the life cycle effects of vocational education in the single countries by conducting separate analyses for each country.

To foreshadow our results, we find that vocationally trained workers experience an initial advantage and later-life disadvantage in their employment probabilities. Although we do find that countries differ in the extent of this vocational penalty, this disadvantage is not systematically related to the vocationality of the educational system. Our results, therefore, provide important insights into the question if adopting a dual system that combines vocational training and work is beneficial for individual workers in a country.

**Individual Life Cycle Effects of Vocational Training**

Although vocational education can take many forms, it is commonly distinguished from general education by the type of skills that are provided. Whereas in a general
educational program students obtain mainly general skills (e.g., analytical thinking, literacy), vocational education equips students with highly occupation-specific skills (e.g., roofing, plumbing). Vocational education can either be school-based or be offered in a dual system in which students obtain their degree in an apprenticeship that combines school and work. Vocational education is commonly seen as advantageous for labor market allocation (Shavit and Müller 1998; Müller and Gangl 2003; Breen 2005). Numerous studies show that individuals with a vocational qualification find a job faster (e.g., Wolbers 2007; Wolter and Ryan 2011) and have a lower probability of being unemployed at the start of their career (e.g., Ryan 2001). The main explanation for these positive effects is that the occupation- and sometimes even firm-specific skills that students obtain in vocational programs make them directly productive in the labor market and thereby attractive to employers (Arum and Shavit 1995; Scherer 2005; Van de Werfhorst 2011).

Although Hanushek et al. (2016) underscore this early career advantage, they point to a potential trade-off with the labor market returns to a vocational qualification at the end of the career. They argue that technological innovation has changed—and is still changing—the skills that are demanded in the labor market. Indeed, this is what several studies, both in sociology and economics, find when looking at the past fifty years (Katz and Murphy 1992; Liu and Grusky 2013; Autor and Dorn 2013). According to Hanushek and colleagues, the consequences of these technological changes are more severe for vocationally trained workers who have an (occupation-) specific skill set that is likely to become obsolete as the job content changes than for those with a general qualification who are more flexible and better able to respond to changes in skill demands.

The effect of vocational education on employment is, therefore, argued to change over the life cycle. At first, vocationally schooled individuals are attractive because they have the right skill-set and are immediately productive. When they are older, it is more likely that their skills will be outdated, making them less attractive to employers. This inflexibility of having a vocational skill set especially becomes a burden for vocationally schooled workers that are laid off and have to look for a new job at a later age.

Empirical support for this hypothesis is scarce, with the exception of Hanushek et al. (2016). Using data on 11 countries from the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), the authors report that at an age of 16, vocational graduates are about 7 percentage points more likely to be employed than individuals with general education, but that this gap narrows and subsequently reverses into a disadvantage after the age of 50. Hanushek and colleagues also look at the relation between vocational education and wage returns, but these results are much less convincing and only partially support their hypotheses. For this reason, we focus on their main finding and only study the effect of vocational education on employment.¹

An important question is whether the changing returns to a vocational qualification over the life cycle should be explained as an age effect or a cohort effect. The proposed explanations clearly hint at an interaction between the two: at a later age, skills become more outdated, but this pattern is especially strong when, over time, technological change affected the skills that are demanded from different cohorts. Due to the limitations of cross-sectional data, it reaches beyond the scope of this...
study to investigate to what extent the disadvantage of having a vocational qualification in later life should be interpreted as an age or a cohort effect. We follow the design of Hanushek et al. (2016) and test our hypotheses in a cross-sectional design:

- **H1a**: Vocational education has a positive effect on the probability of being employed early in the career.

- **H1b**: The benefit of vocational education reverses into a penalty later in the life cycle.

## The Moderating Effect of the Educational System

One of the most prominent dimensions on which national educational systems vary is the extent to which they provide students with (occupation-)specific skills (e.g., Bol and Van de Werfhorst 2013). There are different types of vocational systems, among which some provide vocational training in fully school-based programs, whereas others offer a combination of school and work in a so-called dual system (Ryan 2001). Comparative research has shown that the country-level setup of the vocational system matters for the labor market outcomes of school leavers. In countries where a high proportion of students obtain a vocational degree, labor market entry is smoother (Shavit and Müller 1998; Van der Velden and Wolbers 2003). Breen (2005) shows that both the specificity of skills and the strength of the link between schools and employers are beneficial for youth employment in vocational systems, and especially in dual systems.

Hanushek et al. (2016) argue that, for two reasons, the setup of the educational system is also important when studying changing effects of vocational training over the life cycle. First, students who are educated in a dual system will have the greatest benefits at the start of their careers. They have obtained highly occupation-specific—or even firm-specific—skills, more than in vocational systems that do not have dual training. At the same time, students in these systems are most vulnerable in their later career, when their highly specific skills become a strain. Students who have obtained their vocational education in a school-based system, on the other hand, will have more general skills than their equals in a dual system and will therefore suffer a smaller disadvantage in later life. Hanushek et al. (2016) state that in vocationally oriented countries, the processes of skill out-dating and a lack of flexibility are especially strong and affect a large proportion of workers.

A second reason why the vocational orientation of the educational system might affect the life cycle returns to a vocational degree is related to skill updating. More specifically, the level of adult training is lower for vocationally than for generally trained workers. Hanushek et al. (2016) argue that the absence of adult training for vocationally schooled workers is especially strong in systems that offer highly occupation-specific skills. Above all, in countries with an apprenticeship system, vocationally trained workers seem to receive less training than individuals with general training when they are older. In those systems, employers are used to hiring trained workers who are immediately ready to work and are not used to investing in skill updating.
For these two reasons, the trade-off between early benefits and late disadvantages is expected to be larger in educational systems that offer highly occupation-specific vocational programs. Hanushek et al. (2016) find empirical support for this institutional-level hypothesis. After classifying countries as having a general or vocational education system and further differentiating the vocational systems in school-based, non-school-based, and apprenticeship systems, they find the strongest decline in the effect of vocational education on employment in the countries that offer apprenticeships in a dual system. Following these arguments, two hypotheses are formulated:

- H2a: The pattern of vocational decline is stronger in countries with high vocational enrollment compared to countries with a weak vocational sector.
- H2b: Vocational decline is strongest in countries with a high dual system enrollment.

In this article, we focus on the role of the educational system in mediating the effect of education on employment. However, it is well known that the structure of the labor market is also important for the transition into employment. It is a possibility that these labor market institutions interact with the employment probabilities of vocationally and generally trained workers in a different way in different countries. Educational systems and labor market institutions often evolve in tandem, as the Varieties of Capitalism approach emphasized (Estevez-Abe et al. 2001). Strong vocational sectors can only be maintained as an attractive option for students if employment conditions are rather generous and protection is high. Because such complex institutional complementarities can best be coordinated outside the market sphere, the combination of strong vocational (especially dual) education systems, employment protection, and generous pension systems is typical of coordinated, as opposed to liberal market economies. This means that we have to be somewhat cautious with regard to a causal interpretation of the moderating effect of vocational educational systems. Yet, it should be noted that coordination of employment relations as such is unlikely to offer an alternative explanation for a moderating effect of the vocational education sector, as there are multiple skill equilibria even within the category of coordinated market economies (Iversen and Stephens 2008). For instance, in Scandinavian countries, coordination has not resulted in a strong vocational sector, whereas in Germany and the Netherlands it has. In additional analyses, we do control for the influence of early retirement levels in the different countries, the factor that we believe is most likely to offer a competing explanation for a possible decline of employment opportunities of the vocationally qualified labor force in the later career. Including a measure for early retirement schemes into our analyses does not change the results. Therefore, our prime focus is on the hypothesis of Hanushek et al. (2016) that the life cycle effect of vocational education varies across educational systems.
Methods

Data

We use data from the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) from 2012 to investigate our hypotheses. This cross-national survey, administered in 24 OECD countries, consists of a sociodemographic background questionnaire and a battery of cognitive tests that assessed literacy, numeracy, and problem-solving. The analyses in this article include data for 22 countries.

Our analytical sample only contains respondents that are not currently enrolled in education and have at least completed lower secondary education, given that in all countries only from that point onwards educational programs are differentiated in vocational and general programs. As it is well known that women’s employment patterns are highly different from men’s (which, in turn, also differs across countries), all analyses are carried out separately for male and female respondents. The final sample consists of 52,677 men and 57,955 women across the 22 countries.

The PIAAC data are complemented with two indicators that characterize educational systems in their level of vocational orientation (Bol and Van de Werfhorst 2013).

Operationalization

Descriptive statistics and descriptions of the coding of all variables are presented separately for men and women in Table 1.

The dependent variable is a dichotomous measure for employment status that differentiates between people who are currently employed and those who are not. All employment activities are counted no matter the weekly hours or other contract properties. Similar to Hanushek et al. (2016), we model employment instead of unemployment, acknowledging that vocational education can decrease employment in different ways. Reasons for not being employed include unemployment, as well as retirement and other forms of absence from the labor force. In our pooled sample, 81 percent of men are employed compared to 70 percent of women.

The main independent variables are age and type of education of the respondents. Education type measures if the highest educational degree is general or vocational/VET. Thereby, general degrees are those that do not involve vocational training in secondary education and those tertiary degrees that are conveyed by universities (in contrast to professional higher education institutions). General degrees are commonly classified as type A in the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED). In the sample, 39 percent of men and 38 percent of women left the formal education system with a vocational degree. The impact of vocational education at different stages of the life cycle is investigated by looking at respondents of different age. A quadratic term of age is added to the analyses as numerous studies have shown that the effect of age on employment is curvilinear and decreases as individuals come closer to retirement. The average age in the sample is about 43 years for both men and women, with age ranging from 16 to 65.

A number of control variables is included to account for selection into the two different types of education. The most important control is for people’s cognitive
Table 1: Summary Statistics and Coding of Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>sd</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>0–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>42.96</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>16–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Education (VET)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>0–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>0.40–4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Education</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations.
skills. Individuals who are less competent select themselves more often into vocational rather than general education (Arum and Shavit 1995). Controlling for competencies is therefore highly important to obtain good estimates of the effect of vocational education on employment. PIAAC includes competency measures for three different but closely related domains: numeracy, literacy, and problem-solving. In line with other studies, we use numeracy (e.g., Levels et al. 2014). The OECD (2013) defines numeracy as the ability to use, apply, interpret, and communicate mathematical information and ideas. To assess individuals’ numeracy, 52 items were used in an adaptive test. Because of time constraints, respondents only answered a random number of items. As a consequence of this, the final score on the numeracy test is included in the data as ten plausible values that need to be analyzed using imputation methods (see section on the empirical strategy). The mean numeracy value is 2.77 for men and 2.66 for women. Next to numeracy, we control for parents’ education, as social background has been found to have a strong influence on educational trajectories. Just as with numeracy, we need to control for this selection into types of education if we want to estimate the effect of vocational education. Finally, we include the educational level of respondents in our models, as the distribution of vocational and general degrees is different between educational levels. We thus look at the within-level effects of having a vocational degree.

To assess whether educational systems moderate the relationship between age, vocational education, and employment, two indicators are used. The first indicator (vocational enrollment) measures the size of the vocational education system in a country. It reflects the share of students that is enrolled in vocational in contrast to academic tracks. Using two different sources for the proportion of vocational enrollment in upper secondary education, Bol and Van de Werfhorst (2013) generate a standardized index for the share of the vocational system in a country. This measure ranges from -1.84 in the United States to 1.74 in the Czech Republic. The second indicator (dual system enrollment) measures the size of the dual system (Bol and Van de Werfhorst 2013). It is included as educational systems differ not only in the sheer size of the vocational sector (as measured by the vocational enrollment indicator), but also in the specificity of the skills they provide. For this reason, the second variable measures the size of the dual system as a percentage of vocational enrollment in programs in which work and school are combined. Enrollment in the dual system is highest in Denmark with 48 percent and lowest in a number of countries in which no dual system exists (Canada, Italy, Japan, Korea, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States). Both variables display different aspects of the vocational orientation of an educational system that are deemed to be important by earlier studies (Bol and Van de Werfhorst 2013; Breen 2005; Hanushek et al. 2016). Vocational enrollment gives a broad indication of participation in vocational programs independent of the actual skill specificity, whereas dual system enrollment is a more direct indicator of the specificity of skills conveyed by vocational education. The variation of the two indicators for the countries is shown in Figure 1. For obvious reasons, the two indicators are correlated, but at the same time we see important differences between them.
Empirical Strategy

As we model a binary dependent variable, we use logistic regression models. Linear probability models are also explored, but given that a substantial part of our results are interpreted using predicted probabilities, we decided to show the results for the logistic regression models. No substantial differences are found when we use linear probability models.

As we are interested in how the effect of vocational education changes over the life cycle, our primary focus is on the interaction effect between age and type of education (vocational vs. general) on the employment probability. A negative interaction effect indicates that the predicted probability of being employed decreases with age for people with vocational education and would confirm the hypothesis of vocational life cycle decline.

In all our analyses we use country fixed effects to account for all relevant country differences. Because we include country fixed effects, we are not able to estimate the main effects of our two country-level variables (vocational enrollment and dual system enrollment).
system enrollment). For our analyses this is not a problem, as we are only interested in the moderating effect of the two country level variables. These can be estimated irrespective of the country-level main effects. For a similar approach, see Bol et al. 2014. Three sets of analyses are carried out:

1. A pooled analysis with country fixed effects is implemented to show the average individual-level effect of the interaction of age and VET on employment across countries. The results of the pooled regression are displayed in Table 2 and Figure 2.

2. The influence of the country-level educational system indicators on the individual-level relationship between age, VET, and employment is tested formally by adding a three-way-interaction for age × VET × Vocational Enrollment/Dual System Enrollment to the fixed effects models. The results are presented in Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4.

3. Separate regression models are calculated for all countries. The results are displayed in Figure 5 for men. The results for women as well as the full regression tables for both genders can be found in the online supplement.

In all of our analyses, we use the sampling weights that are provided by the PIAAC survey, scaled in such a way that each country contributes equally to the analyses. As we have mentioned before, numeracy is included as a set of ten plausible values. To include numeracy as a control, we rely on multiple imputation models in which the (plausible) values for numeracy are analyzed as ten imputations of the true (but unobserved) result of a respondent on the full numeracy test (cf. Rubin 1976). Please note that we do not impute any other variables, given the low number of missings on our key variables.

Results

Effects of Vocational Education over the Life Cycle

First, we carry out a pooled regression with country fixed effects to evaluate the individual-level hypothesis that having a vocational education degree results in higher employment probabilities at the start of the career, but lower employment probabilities at the end of the career. The results are shown in Table 2.

Model 1 contains the main variables of interest: age, vocational education (VET), and all control variables besides numeracy. Age has a positive and significant influence on employment probabilities for men and women. The negative and significant squared age term shows that this effect is curvilinear: young and old people are least likely to be employed. The coefficient for VET is negative and significant for both men and women. A vocational degree leads to lower employment probabilities than a general degree. This effect of VET is the average effect of being vocationally educated across the life cycle.

In model 2, we add the interaction between VET and age. The main effect of age remains positive and again shows a curvilinear pattern. The main effect of VET is now positive and significant for men and women. For 16-year-old men, our
Table 2: Pooled Logistic Regression Models with Country Fixed Effects and Employment as Dependent Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (age 16 = value 0)</td>
<td>0.205†</td>
<td>0.209†</td>
<td>0.208†</td>
<td>0.160†</td>
<td>0.164†</td>
<td>0.191†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age squared (divided by 10)</td>
<td>−0.044†</td>
<td>−0.044†</td>
<td>−0.043†</td>
<td>−0.034†</td>
<td>−0.034†</td>
<td>−0.033†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational (Ref. = general)</td>
<td>−0.103*</td>
<td>0.432†</td>
<td>0.487†</td>
<td>−0.150†</td>
<td>0.229†</td>
<td>0.277†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.063)</td>
<td>(0.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age × vocational</td>
<td>−0.018†</td>
<td>−0.017†</td>
<td>−0.013†</td>
<td>−0.013†</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>0.741†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.887†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age × numeracy</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.011†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education (Ref. = lower secondary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper or post secondary</td>
<td>0.697†</td>
<td>0.700†</td>
<td>0.478†</td>
<td>0.717†</td>
<td>0.736†</td>
<td>0.572†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>1.236†</td>
<td>1.229†</td>
<td>0.839†</td>
<td>1.268†</td>
<td>1.292†</td>
<td>1.004†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental education (Ref. = primary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>0.101*</td>
<td>0.095*</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.117†</td>
<td>0.112†</td>
<td>0.063*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>−0.082</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>−0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−0.617†</td>
<td>−0.796†</td>
<td>−2.555†</td>
<td>−0.737†</td>
<td>−0.880†</td>
<td>−3.052†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.094)</td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
<td>(0.224)</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
<td>(0.216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country fixed effects</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Coefficients are logged odds. Standard errors in parentheses. Age squared is divided by 10 to improve the readability of coefficient and standard error. * p<0.05; † p<0.01
Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations
model predicts that a vocational degree multiplies the odds of being employed by $e^{0.432} = 1.54$. For women, we find a somewhat smaller main effect ($e^{0.229} = 1.26$). This confirms Hypothesis H1a: vocational education has a positive effect on being employed at the start of the career. However, the main interest of this study is the interaction between age and VET. The interaction effect is negative and significant for both genders. With increasing age, the positive effect of VET decreases and reverses into a negative effect at a higher age. This confirms Hypothesis H1b: on the individual level, the effect of vocational education on employment changes over the life cycle, eventually reversing the probability of employment to the favor of general education later in the career.

In model 3, numeracy is added as a further control for selection into type of education. We also add the interaction between numeracy and age to account for shifts in the skill level of the population across different cohorts (Hanushek et al. 2016). We find a strong effect of numeracy on employment. For women, we find that with increasing age, the skill level becomes less important for employment probabilities, whereas for men there is no such change. Most important is, however, that the interaction between vocational education and age is unaffected by adding numeracy as a control: when individuals get older, the effect of vocational education decreases and eventually becomes negative.

To assess the vocational decline pattern in more detail, Figure 2 shows predicted probabilities of being employed for the two educational groups across the life cycle separately for men (a) and women (b). The figure makes clear that the initial benefit of having a vocational degree (dashed blue line) over having a general degree (solid red line) decreases and reverses eventually. For men, the age at which we predict that workers with general education surpass those with vocational education is at 45, whereas for women it is at 36. $^{11}$ Although the difference only becomes significant at a later point, the results provide clear support for Hypothesis 1a: the employment premium associated with a vocational degree in the early career turns into a penalty later in the career.

The Moderating Effect of the Educational System

In the next series of models, we test whether the extent to which the VET effect changes over the life cycle depends on the setup of the educational system. Technically, this means that we add interactions with the country-level indicators to our fixed effects models to investigate a three-way interaction between age, VET, and the vocationality of the education system (measured by the vocational enrollment and dual system enrollment indicators). The results of these analyses for the samples of men and women with both country-level predictors are presented in Table 3.

The upper panel of the table shows the three-way interaction with the vocational enrollment indicator. If Hanushek et al. (2016) are right, we should observe a negative three-way interaction, meaning that the decrease in the effect of vocational education on employment over the life cycle is strongest in countries with a more vocationally oriented educational system. Our models predict very small and non-significant effects for the three-way interactions both for men and for women.
We find no evidence that the life cycle effect of vocational education differs systematically across countries with a different vocational system and, hereby, refute Hypothesis H2a. There is a significant interaction between vocational enrollment and age, indicating that the likelihood of being employed is lower for (both vocationally and generally educated) older workers in countries where the vocational system is larger.

The bottom panel of Table 3 shows the same interaction effects with dual system enrollment, indicating the extent to which the vocational system provides occupation-specific skills. Remember that the main argument is that vocational education leads to a higher penalty when the educational system provides more specific skills, making these workers less flexible in later life. Again, we find only a very small and insignificant effect for the three-way interaction, indicating that there is no systematic difference in the age × VET interaction across systems that differ in the specificity of the skills they teach in their vocational programs. Thereby, we also refute Hypothesis 2b: the extent to which the effect of vocational education decreases over the life cycle is not higher if a country’s educational system offers more occupation-specific skills.

To illustrate these results, we look at the average marginal effect of vocational education on employment changes over the life cycle in countries that score differently on the vocational enrollment indicator (Figure 3) and the dual system enrollment indicator (Figure 4). The figures are again separate for men (a) and women (b).

In Figure 3, the dashed blue lines represent countries with a large vocational education system (vocational enrollment = 1.5). Countries with small vocational education system (vocational enrollment = -1.5) are represented by the solid red lines. The average marginal effect of having a vocational degree (compared to a
Table 3: Three-Way Interaction Logistic Regression Models with Country-Level Indicators and Employment as Dependent Variable (Selected Coefficients)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (age 16 = value 0)</td>
<td>0.206†</td>
<td>0.189†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age squared (divided by 10)</td>
<td>−0.043†</td>
<td>−0.033†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET (Ref. = general)</td>
<td>0.383†</td>
<td>0.246†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
<td>(0.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age × vocational enrollment</td>
<td>−0.004†</td>
<td>−0.004†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET × vocational enrollment</td>
<td>0.161*</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET × age × vocational enrollment</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>52,677</td>
<td>57,955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                                | Men       | Women     |
|                                | 0.207†    | 0.191†    |
|                                | (0.008)   | (0.008)   |
| Age squared (divided by 10)    | −0.043†   | −0.033†   |
|                                | (0.001)   | (0.001)   |
| VET (Ref. = general)           | 0.250*    | 0.159     |
|                                | (0.110)   | (0.086)   |
| Age × dual system enrollment   | −0.012    | −0.004    |
|                                | (0.009)   | (0.008)   |
| VET × dual system enrollment   | 1.384†    | 1.047*    |
|                                | (0.504)   | (0.426)   |
| VET × age × dual system enrollment | −0.022   | −0.011    |
|                                | (0.014)   | (0.012)   |
| N                              | 51,787    | 56,138    |

Note: Coefficients are logged odds. Standard errors in parentheses. Age squared is divided by 10 to improve the readability of coefficient and standard error. These models also fit the effects of numeracy, the interaction between numeracy and age, country fixed effects, parental education, and level of education. For reasons of clarity, we do not display these effects. The dual system indicator is missing for Russia, which leads to the smaller sample size in the bottom panel of the table.

* p<0.05; † p<0.01

Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations.
Figure 3: Average marginal effect of VET on employment in countries with low and high vocational enrollment.

Note: These graphs are based on the full model presented in Table 3. For the figures, age is used in its original form with years of age corresponding to values of the variable. Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations.

general degree) is shown on the y-axis. For both genders, we find that a vocational degree has a positive effect on employment at the start of the career. This effect of having a VET degree is stronger in countries with an educational system that has a high percentage of students enrolled in vocational education. Towards the end of the career, the effect of having a vocational degree is highly similar for non-vocational and vocational systems. Vocationally educated are less likely to be employed, but not more so in countries with a strong vocational system. Overall, the life cycle patterns of vocational education are very similar in both types of countries.

In Figure 4, the same relationships are shown, now with the size of the dual system as country-level indicator. In the early career, vocationally educated are clearly better off in countries with a large dual system. In line with previous work, we find that dual systems are effective in increasing employment opportunities for school leavers (cf. Breen, 2005). In combination with our results from the pooled regressions, we see that the effect of vocational education on employment decreases and eventually becomes negative. However, the decline in the marginal effect of vocational education is very similar in both types of countries. If anything, being an older worker with a vocational degree seems less problematic in countries with a strong dual system—completely the opposite of what Hanushek et al. (2016) argued.

Separate Country Analyses

The previous analysis showed that countries do not vary systematically in the extent to which the effect of vocational education on employment decreases over the life cycle. A valid critique that one can have on the formal three-way interaction models
is that they blur potential relevant differences between cases with a strong vocational system (Germany, Austria) and countries with a weak vocational system (United States, Canada). To explore these differences in more detail, we calculate logistic regressions for each country separately. Due to space constraints, we decided to only discuss the predicted probabilities figures for men (Figure 5). The results for women are highly similar and can be found in Figure B1 in the online supplement.

In Figure 5, we see that countries are highly different in the initial benefit of having a vocational degree. Especially in Germany, Japan, and the Netherlands, our analyses predict that having a vocational degree increases the probability of being employed at the start of the career. It is striking that in Belgium and Austria, both with a strong vocational system, we do not find a big initial advantage of having a vocational degree. In most countries, we find that by the end of the career those with a general degree have a higher employment probability, although several countries seem to show more of a convergence between the predicted probabilities of both degrees. For a few countries, we find that being vocationally educated remains beneficial over the whole career, most clearly for students educated in the strongly vocational systems of the Netherlands and the Czech Republic. Some countries with a strong vocational system seem to corroborate Hypothesis 2a: Austria, Germany, and Denmark show the expected reversal of the advantage of a VET degree into a disadvantage. However, other countries with strong vocational system do not show such a pattern (Czech Republic, Slovakia, the Netherlands) and refute Hypothesis 2a. The same mixed pattern is visible for countries with weak vocational systems, of which some show vocational decline (Japan, United States) while others do not.

If we compare the United States to Germany, two cases often pitted against each other in debates on educational reforms, we find a surprisingly similar interaction

---

**Figure 4**: Average marginal effect of VET on employment in countries with low and high dual system enrollment.

Note: These graphs are based on the full model presented in Table 3. For the figures, age is used in its original form with years of age corresponding to values of the variable. Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations.
Figure 5: Predicted probabilities of employment per country (men).

Source: PIAAC 2012, release March 2015, own calculations.
pattern. Although being vocationally educated clearly means something different in the dual system of Germany than it does in the United States, according to our analyses, this does not lead to different employment effects of having a VET degree.

The results of both the formal test of the three-way interaction and the separate country regressions provide convincing evidence that refutes the system-level hypothesis of Hanushek et al. (2016).

Discussion

Our analyses revealed that employment probabilities vary significantly between people educated in vocational and general academic forms of education. Our interest was particularly in life cycle developments in these educational cleavages. Although comparative stratification sociologists have since long demonstrated that vocational qualifications help to integrate young adults into the labor market, a pressing question is whether a potential advantage of vocational qualifications early in the career is off-set by disadvantages later in the life cycle. We indeed found such a pattern: people with a vocational qualification are more likely to be employed in the first part of the career, but have lower odds of employment later on (relative to those with more academically oriented forms of education).

An influential article by Hanushek et al. (2016) suggests that the life cycle reversal of initial advantage into later-career disadvantage is most prominent in countries with a strong vocational education and training (VET) sector. However, the hypothesis that the gap between people educated in vocational and general education across the life cycle is systematically related to a strongly institutionalized VET sector had not been formally tested. Our results did not confirm this hypothesis. Although the life cycle effects were indeed found, these were not typical for countries with a strongly developed VET system. A later-life decline in labor market prospects of people in vocational programs seems independent of the strength of the vocational system. Clearly, in each society there are groups with a qualification that might indicate less human capital. Those are all at a disadvantage in the later career independent of how the educational system is organized.

The multi-level nature of the research problem, in which vocational qualifications were assumed to be particularly harmful for late-career workers in societies with a strongly developed VET system, is of utmost importance for academic and policy debates. Academically, the study of stratification between education groups in different institutional contexts helps us to understand how microlevel life cycle outcomes are shaped by institutions. The present findings demonstrate cross-national differences in the early-career advantage of vocational qualifications in line with the existing comparative literature, but we did not find institutional differences in life cycle developments. Educational institutional contexts are clearly more relevant to understand early-career differences between countries than developments across the working career.

Of course, there are limitations to our study. Similar to Hanushek et al. (2016), we have studied this problem using cross-sectional data and are, therefore, unable to separate age, period, and cohort effects. Future research can exploit (national) longitudinal data to separate different explanations as for why older people with
a vocational qualification have a lower employment probability than people with a general educational degree. An important reason to study the life cycle effects of vocational education using cross-sectional data is that we were able to study the relation between age, vocational education, and employment in a country-comparative perspective. It is especially at this system-level that policy claims concerning vocational education are being made. Furthermore, similar to Hanushek et al. (2016), we have only focused on the educational system in explaining cross-national differences, although it is obvious that other country characteristics (e.g., related to the labor market or early retirement schemes) are likely to affect how the effect of education on employment develops over the life cycle. Nevertheless, it is an important step to investigate the role of (vocational) educational systems.

From a policy perspective, a call for a stronger VET sector has been made in the United States, assuming it would alleviate the problems of labor market integration of school leavers without full college degrees (Hoffman 2011; Rosenbaum et al. 2015). If, however, such a system deteriorated later-life chances, such a call would be ill-suited to reduce inequalities in American society. Based on our findings, we are reluctant to believe that a strengthening of the VET sector would be detrimental for later-life inequalities among education groups. Our study shows that debates about vocational education should be more clearly unfolded in microlevel and macrolevel problems. Although at the microlevel, those with comparatively low levels of education have disadvantages in the later career, we do not see institutional effects that should caution policy makers on strengthening the vocational education and training system, for instance by improving employer involvement. This does not mean that all institutions are irrelevant for late career outcomes, but it is not the educational institutional structure that seems to be important.

Notes

1 In additional analyses, we did look at wage returns. These analyses showed that there is no interaction effect between the type of degree (vocational or general) and age on log hourly wages which means that vocational decline in wage patterns is not present in our data. These results are available upon request.

2 The only way to disentangle cohort from age effects is by using longitudinal data. We are not aware of any longitudinal data that are available for several countries and contain information on the competencies of respondents. These requirements are crucial, however, for testing our second hypothesis that focuses on cross-national differences, and for controlling for selection of individuals with different competencies into vocational or general educational programs. For these reasons we test our hypotheses using a cross-sectional dataset.

3 Replication files to reproduce all our analyses can be found in the online supplement of this article and on the authors’ websites.

4 Australia and Cyprus did participate in the survey but did not make their results available for the harmonized data set which can be used for cross-country comparisons.

5 All descriptive statistics are obtained using the Stata module -piaacdes-, provided with the data set.
Two PIAAC variables are combined for this purpose. If respondents have obtained a secondary or post-secondary degree as highest level of education according to the variable EDCAT6, they are classified as vocational if the variable VET indicates that their highest degree is vocational. If they have obtained a tertiary degree, EDCAT6 directly differentiates between professional degree (5B) which is classified as vocational and research degrees (5A) which are classified as general.

For Austria, Canada, Germany, and the United States, a continuous age variable is missing in the data. For these countries, midpoints were assigned to the available 5-year bands of age.

Adding literacy in our models does not change the results. In fact, the two variables are so strongly correlated that there is no main effect of literacy when including numeracy.

The dual system indicator is missing for Russia. All analyses with this country-level variable, therefore, include only 21 countries.

Following Hanushek et al. (2016), we do not include the interaction between age squared and having a vocational degree in our models. In supplementary models, we did include this interaction. The results of these models can be found in Appendix A.

This is calculated in the following way: \( \frac{0.487}{0.017} + 16 = 45 \) for men and \( \frac{0.277}{0.013} + 16 = 36 \) for women.

One reason for this might be that countries with a strong vocational system also tend to have more generous early retirement schemes, which explains why older workers are less employed in these systems. In supplementary analyses, we included an indicator for early retirement levels in our models, but the results hardly changed. These results are available upon request.

The full regression tables for both genders can be found in Tables B1 and B2 in the online supplement.
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